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Figure 1.1
Summary of the Cohen-Bradford Model of Inﬂuence without Authority

to be certain how best to approach someone, then a systematic model can be
incredibly helpful in making sure you have covered all the steps or make
things worse before you get going.1
The model we developed is based on a universal principle of interaction
social scientists call the Law of Reciprocity. It states that people expect to get
“paid back for what they do for others.” When someone helps you, you are
expected sooner or later to somehow reciprocate, in some reasonably
equivalent way. This give and take—formally called exchange—is a core
part of all human interaction and the lubricant that makes organizations
functional.
Although the concept of give and take is in many ways simple and
straightforward, the process of exchange is more complicated. We have
found that there are six essential components (Figure 1.1).

Brief Summary of the Steps of the Model
Assume everyone is a potential ally. With this mindset, no matter how difﬁcult
the interaction might be, it is possible that the other may eventually help.
With enough exploration, it is likely that almost everyone cares about
something that you could offer in return for what you seek.
Clarify your goals and priorities. Be sure you know what you want, what is
most important, and what you would settle for. Be speciﬁc; “good working
relationship” is too general to be useful.
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Table 1.3 Barriers to Inﬂuence
External

Internal

Power differential too big
Different goals, objectives, priorities
Incompatible measures and rewards
Rivalry, competitiveness, jealousy

Lack of knowledge about how to inﬂuence
Blinding attitudes
Fear of reactions
Fear of failing

Conscious attention to this model isn’t necessary at all times, but when
useful, consider the model analogous to a pilot’s checklist, which is followed
routinely before a ﬂight. Pilots know what to do, but the checklist ensures
they cover all the bases. Such an inﬂuence checklist is especially helpful when
you face an anxiety-provoking situation that may narrow your focus and
constrain the alternatives considered.
Under those conditions where one meets resistance and little cooperation,
the reverse of this model can play out. Rather than seeing the others as
potential allies, it is hard not to slip into seeing them as recalcitrant fools—or
worse. Rather than fully understanding their world, the common tendency
is to simplify and stereotype it. The stress of the situation can lead you to
forget your primary goals and just want to do the other in. Most people don’t
intend to do that, but that is why a model helps. It allows you to step back
and make sure that conditions let you achieve inﬂuential win-win outcomes.
But what are the barriers to doing that?

BARRIERS

TO INFLUENCE

We need to start by acknowledging that in some conditions inﬂuence is not
possible (Table 1.3). There truly are impossible people (though far fewer
than most people think). And some external conditions may block a working
relationship. However, we have found that in most cases inﬂuence fails
because of internal barriers within the inﬂuencer. Those are ones you have
the most control over.

External Barriers
Too great a power differential between you and the person or group you want to
inﬂuence. There may be such a hierarchical distance that it is impossible
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Examples of Reciprocity at Work

You Give
Work that job description calls for
Willingness to work on weekend to
complete project
Support for a colleague’s project at a key
meeting
A difﬁcult analysis requested by
colleague not in your area

You Get
Standard pay and beneﬁts
Boss praises you, mentions extra effort to
higher-ups, suggests you extend vacation
Colleague gives you ﬁrst shot at project results
Colleague tells your boss how terriﬁc you are
and/or goes out of her way when you need
something

something is exchanged.6 For example, rational persuasion works because
the person sees the beneﬁts of accepting the argument; inspirational appeal
works because the person feels part of a cause or thinks that something good
will result; ingratiation works because the person receives liking and
closeness for willingness to be inﬂuenced, and so on. No tactic succeeds,
however, if the receiver does not perceive some beneﬁt, a payment in a
valued “currency.” Having a wide repertoire of ways to inﬂuence others is
valuable. You should use tactics that will work in a given situation; the
underlying principle is giving something the other values for what you want
or need (or withholding something the other values—or giving them
something they don’t want—if you don’t get what you need).
This kind of reciprocity is constantly taking place in organizational life.
People do things and get something in return (Table 2.1).
Reciprocity Naturally Takes Place in Organizational Life
Dr. Stanley Snyder, scientist, inventor, and entrepreneur, is an untenured senior scientist
at a leading Midwestern university. As a maverick and self-described organizational
outsider, Dr. Snyder learned to gain necessary inﬂuence through difﬁcult experience.
Dr. Snyder had long been an adjunct member of the biology department, a natural
home for a PhD in molecular biology. There he had developed several patented
technologies for the university and paid his own way through royalties and grants.
However, he had been a thorn in the side of the assistant provost for research, who
Dr. Snyder believed wanted any excuse to get rid of him.
The anthrax scare following 9/11/01 precipitated a confrontation. Dr. Snyder’s work
had principally involved biology, but the U.S. government needed a quick test for the
(Continued)
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Figure 2.1
Summary of the Cohen-Bradford Model of Inﬂuence without Authority

Instead you must think that everyone you want to inﬂuence could, with
work, be a potential ally. That frees you up to become curious about their
world and to assess a potential alliance by discovering where there might be
overlapping interests. The view that the other will always be an adversary
prevents accurate understanding, creating misperceptions, stereotypes, and
miscommunication, perhaps even a self-fulﬁlling prophecy. Furthermore,
treating the other person as an enemy produces adversarial responses. This
same mind-set of assuming the other person is a potential ally also applies to
your manager; if you assume that managers are partners in the organization
with subordinates, then it is also part of your responsibility, along with the
manager, to ﬁgure out how to make the relationship mutually beneﬁcial.
(Chapter 9 explores in detail how to do that.)

Clarify Your Goals and Priorities
Knowing what you want from the potential ally isn’t always easy. These
dimensions affect your choice of how to proceed:
•
•
•
•

What are your primary versus your secondary goals?
Are they short-term or long-term objectives?
Are they “must-haves” or “nice-to-haves” that can be negotiated?
Is your priority to accomplish the task or to preserve (or improve) the
relationship?
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Sources of Currencies

Sources
Organizationally determined
Job determined
Personally determined

Examples
Performance, how to behave, reward system
Meeting measures, doing required work well
Preferred style, reputation

several applicable currencies, your range of possibilities to offer in exchange is
wider (Table 2.2).
Assess Your Resources Relative to the Ally’s Wants. It is not unlikely that
your ally wants some things that you can’t offer. Therefore, it is important to
know what resources you command or have access to, so that you can use a
currency that ﬁts. Because many people underestimate their resources, they
conclude that they are powerless. But a careful look at the many things you
can do without a budget or formal permission—your alternative curren
cies—can reveal potential bargaining chips. Employees lose inﬂuence, for
example, by failing to see the wide range of currencies they can offer their
manager, such as getting work done on time, passing on important outside
information, defending their manager, or alerting the manager to potential
disasters.
Laying this process out explicitly can sound a bit cold and impersonal,
like pure horse-trading, but in organizational life, inﬂuence is mostly for
the superordinate goal of meeting organizational objectives, whether they
are mentioned or just understood. As we have mentioned, if the exchange
methods become (or are seen as) only about self-interest, and not mutual
beneﬁt for organizational good, suspicion and mistrust are aroused, rendering
the efforts ineffective or negative. Furthermore, the relationship with the
person you are trying to inﬂuence matters going in, during, and usually after
the discussions.

Dealing with Relationships
This has two aspects: (1) What is your current relationship with that
person—positive, neutral, or negative? (2) How does that person want to
be related to?
If you have a prior relationship that is good, then it will be easier to ask for
what you want without proving your good intentions. If, however, the
relationship has a history of mistrust—whether for personal reasons or
departmental conﬂicts—or if there has been no prior contact, proceed
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Currencies Frequently Valued in Organizations

Inspiration-Related Currencies
Vision
Working on a task with larger signiﬁcance for unit, organization,
customers, or society
Excellence
Having a chance to do important things really well
Mentoring, teaching
Help others grow and learn; passing along wisdom
Moral/ethical
Doing what is “right” by a higher standard than efﬁciency
correctness
Task-Related Currencies
New resources
Obtaining money, budget increases, personnel, space, and so
forth
Challenge/learning
Doing tasks that increase skills and abilities
Assistance
Receiving help with existing projects or unwanted tasks
Organizational support Receiving overt or subtle backing or direct assistance with
implementation
Rapid response
Getting something more quickly
Information
Obtaining access to organizational or technical knowledge
Position-Related Currencies
Recognition
Acknowledgment of effort, accomplishments, or abilities
Visibility
The chance to be known by higher-ups or signiﬁcant people in
the organization
Reputation
Being seen as competent, committed
Insiderness/
A sense of centrality, of belonging
importance
Contacts
Opportunities for linking with others
Relationship-Related Currencies
Understanding
Having concerns and issues listened to
Inclusion/personal
Feeling closeness and friendship
connection
Personal support
Receiving personal and emotional backing
Personal-Related Currencies
Gratitude
Appreciation or expression of indebtedness
Ownership/
Ownership of and inﬂuence over important tasks
involvement
Self-concept
Afﬁrmation of values, self-esteem, and identity
Comfort
Avoidance of hassles
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Checklist for Avoiding Currency Traps
Don’t underestimate what you have to offer. What do your training and experience
give you?

Your Resources
□ Technical
□ Organization information
□ Customer knowledge
□ Political information

Who Would Value
the Resource?
________________
________________
________________
________________

What do you control that requires no permission to spend?
□ Reputation
________________
□ Appreciation
________________
□ Visibility
________________
□ Gratitude
________________
□ Recognition
________________
□ Respect
________________
□ Your personal help on tasks
________________
Pay in what the other person values, not what you value.
□ Fit with what you know about the person.
□ Fit with the way the person likes to be approached.
□ Give what the other person wants, even if you don’t like it.
Are you willing to do more than is required?
□ Go beyond job description.
Don’t exaggerate or lie.
□ Can you deliver what you promise?

Underestimating What You Have to Offer
Start with what you know. Has your training and experience given you
access to something others might value?
• Rare technical knowledge.
• Organizational information. Where expertise does reside, what depart
ments are interested in your department’s activities, who might be
working on something interesting or has useful information, or who
holds resources that aren’t being used?
• Customer knowledge. Who is a key customer playing golf with, what
problems are they having using your company’s products, how have
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Figure 4.1
Contextual Forces That Shape Behavior along with Personality

those you want to inﬂuence. Then you can develop a good working sense of
the currencies they might value. Occasionally, an important party’s person
ality will override all situational forces, but this happens less often than many
believe. (One deﬁnition of mental health is the ability to alter behavior to ﬁt
the situation, which suggests that the person who treats everyone exactly the
same—his or her boss, mother, lover, child, colleague, and subordinate—is
not so healthy.)
With this background, we turn to the most universal factors at work that
affect a person’s or group’s world and usually offer strong clues about their
concerns and the trades they might make (Figure 4.1 gives a graphic
summary of the common forces).

HOW TO KNOW WHAT MIGHT BE IMPORTANT TO
OTHER PERSON

THE

Numerous factors can help determine what might be valued by the person or
group you wish to inﬂuence.

HOW TO KNOW WHAT THEY WANT
Figure 4.2
Inquiry Map
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Figure 4.3
The Negative Attribution Cycle

It is too tempting to assume the bad impression is “the real person” and
anything else is just putting on a show.

Distancing Difﬁcult People
People tend to interact more with those they like (and to like and interact
most with those who are like them). In turn, people tend to avoid interaction
with those who are dissimilar. While this makes life more pleasant and
predictable, because it avoids the discomfort of trying to overcome
unfamiliarity or belligerence, it tends to cut you off from information about
someone whose help you may need.
Thus, it is most important to discover the interests of the people you are
least likely to understand. Difﬁcult potential allies might well value curren
cies that make exchange possible, but you will ﬁnd that difﬁcult to know
without contact or discussion.

Focusing on Personality and Ignoring Situational Forces
One natural way people explain puzzling behavior of others is to attribute to
them motives that make sense of the behavior. Their explanation assumes the
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Work Style Differences

Focus on problems [glass as half-empty,
what hasn’t been accomplished, what
failed]
Divergent thinking [explores new options;
expands what is being considered]
Want structure [likes rules and routines;
predictability, not surprises]
Analysis, then action [studies options before
acting]
Focus on the big picture
Logical/rational [wants facts/data, does not
trust intuition in self or others]
Seek risks [likes to take chances, willing to
fail, try new approaches]
Respect authority [supports established
authority, may defer and not push back]
Relationships ﬁrst [sometimes willing to
sacriﬁce task quality for good feelings]
Seek/value/encourage conﬂict [and
disagreements]
Competitive [likes to compete, turns
situations into personal win-lose tests]
Respond primarily to own needs [and
concerns]
Like to be in control [determines direction,
nature of activities, wants to approve all
decisions]
Optimistic [about how things will turn out;
sees probability of success]
Like working alone [on projects]

Focus on successes [what has been
accomplished]
Convergent thinking [reduces options;
pushes quickly to solutions]
Comfortable with ambiguity [few rules and
regulations]
Action before analysis [acts quickly; collects
data from results, modiﬁes]
Focus on the details
Intuitive [relies heavily on hunches, own
“gut”—places less reliance on facts/data]
Avoid risks [tends to be very careful, prefers
the “tried and true”]
Discount authority [disagrees, pushes back
on authority]
Task ﬁrst [greater emphasis on task success
than on good relationships]
Avoid/suppress conﬂict [and disagreements]
Collaborative [prefers to collaborate; seeks
win-win outcomes]
Take account ﬁrst of others [needs and
concerns]
Like others to take control [determine
direction, nature of activities, accept
decisions]
Pessimistic [about how things will turn out;
sees likelihood of failure]
Prefer working with others

consumed many cups of tea or coffee and exchanged pleasantries. In parts of
the United States, however, people get impatient if they don’t tackle tasks
early and save socializing for later.
Objectively, there’s no “right way” to interact, declared in heaven and
engraved in stone. Subjectively, however, people often do feel there is one
right way—theirs! They often are not aware of their style; it feels so natural, it
must be inherently correct. But, in dealing with others, it is important to be
aware of your style and that of the person you want to inﬂuence.
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Table 6.2

Improving Relationships through Task or Relationship Approach

Start with Working on Task
Animosity is mild.
Task can be accomplished even with
animosities.
Task success likely to improve feelings.
Culture represses being explicit.
Ally can’t handle directness.
Your style not suited to directness.
Task failure would hurt both.

Start with Repairing Relationship
Animosity is strong.
Bad feelings block task success.
Even with task success, feelings won’t
improve.
Culture supports being explicit.
Ally welcomes directness.
Your style suited to directness.
Task failure won’t harm the other person.

The goal is not to build intimacy, magically converting your bitterest
enemy into your best friend. Remember, the nature of alliance is for both
sides to accept that they may have very different objectives and styles but can
ﬁnd some common ground for limited, mutually beneﬁcial transactions.
Although friendships sometimes grow as a by-product of getting past old
wounds and doing business with each other, the goal is just to create a
satisfactory enough relationship to ﬁnish the necessary tasks.
The question is, can you (temporarily) set aside feelings and focus on the
task or is it better to try to improve the relationship? Frequently, successful
work allows the parties to know each other better, move beyond stereotypes,
and build a better relationship. On the other hand, the initial problems may
be so great that they prevent a positive outcome, causing the relationship to
worsen. Resolving interpersonal issues ﬁrst increases the probability of
accomplishing the task, but not all parties are amenable to such personal
discussion. (Table 6.2 provides some guidance about when to use each
approach.)

Degree of Animosity
When two people have too much prior animosity, it blocks their working
together on any task. The feelings bubble to the surface at the slightest
provocation and drive out real work. Any disagreement deadlocks decision
making, and both parties look for ways to prove how bad the other is—and
how virtuous they are. With moderate animosity, the pull of a difﬁcult task
may carry both parties past their feelings. They “get interested,” and the
work proceeds despite their reservations about each other.
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Table 7.1 Trading Strategies and When to Use Each
Strategy
Straightforward trades (freemarket trades)
Show how cooperation helps
achieve ally’s goals
Uncover hidden value
Compensate for costs

Conditions to Use It
Each has something other wants
Roughly equal value
Good existing relationships
Your interests match
You can ﬁnd unexpected beneﬁts
You don’t have desired resources. But you know costs
and can pay in some other currency

you focus carefully on what conditions determine which approach to take.
To be an effective inﬂuencer requires versatility in selecting among exchange
strategies.
The difﬁculty of making an exchange depends in part on how closely your
interests match. It is always easier to start with an exchange strategy that
demonstrates that your request will accrue beneﬁts to the other person.
We explore this strategy ﬁrst, but then we move on to ways of addressing the
ally’s interests when the beneﬁts of cooperation are not as evident. (Table 7.1
summarizes strategies and indicates when to use each one.)

FREE-MARKET TRADES: CLEAR MUTUAL GAIN
If both sides readily see the advantages of the outcome and believe each
payment of time, trouble, or resources is approximately the same, the
exchange is equivalent to going to the store and exchanging money for a
fairly priced item. And, if the parties already have a good relationship, neither
has any reason to distrust the other’s motives or integrity. Neither side is
doing the other any exceptional favor; value is exchanged for value. Freemarket exchanges can work even without a good or longstanding relation
ship, and they can involve very different currencies as long as they are seen as
equivalent.
There may be important secondary beneﬁts. For example, a successful
win-win transaction may indicate the other person is cooperative and
worth trading with again, or it may increase reputation and strengthen
the relationship.
A free-market trade may still require good diagnosis and careful planning,
because the other party may not immediately see how the request meets his
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• Will the person be satisﬁed as long as you at least pay your respects and
stay in touch, without asking anything directly?
Alternatives Available
• Do you know anyone whose support will help gain the support of the
potential ally? In other words, who can inﬂuence the ally indirectly if
you cannot do it directly?
• If you can’t inﬂuence the person in the right direction, can you neutralize
him or her? Can you reshape your project to take the person’s opposition
into account or to skirt the person’s worst concerns?
In general, the important dimensions are the degree of your actual power
relative to the array of potential allies and the degree of your dependence on
each. This can be represented, as in Figure 7.1, by a two-by-two table, with
four resulting strategies.
When you are relatively powerful compared to your potential ally, you
should plan to conduct mutual exchange discussions of the kind we discuss
throughout this book.
If, however, you have a position with relatively low power (even after
using the techniques of Chapter 5 to increase your power) but are dependent
on the ally’s cooperation, you must either follow a submissive strategy or
Figure 7.1
Strategies That Fit Your Power Relative to Your Ally
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PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

OF INFLUENCE

Figure 9.1
Summary of the Cohen-Bradford Model of Inﬂuence without Authority

those pressures probably won’t be very patient with subordinates. A real
estate tycoon’s likely currencies include street smarts, ﬁnancial acumen,
people whom he can rely on, toughness, ability to spot big opportunities,
and thoroughness.
Examine what you bring to the party. Let’s assume you have the basic
ﬁnancial knowledge. You control how hard you are willing to work, how
thoroughly you analyze opportunities, and how tough and tough minded
you are. Can you be as nervy as your boss would like, creating conﬁdence in
your bold thinking? Can you actively seek deals and talk to everyone in the
industry to hone your skill in spotting opportunities?
Then consider how he interacts with others—clients and business asso
ciates (especially those of lower status). Is he usually gruff and blunt? And
how does he respond to people who are forceful rather than deferential?
(Not infrequently, people who appear domineering respect those who stand
up to them.)
Then be clear about what you want. Is a warm and fuzzy boss really
important to you? Or one who gives you challenging assignments?
Once you understand the currencies in your arsenal and how such a boss
likes being related to, could you make the following approach (perhaps
adapting your language and tone to his)?
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OF INFLUENCE

Percentage of Commitment between Home Assignment
and New Grouping

(Home Group:New Team %)
Committees
70:30

Matrix Teams
50:50

Task Forces, Cross-Functional Teams
30:70

In this chapter, we look at ways to build the necessary 70 percent
commitment to the cross-functional team or task force. We focus on those
groups because they are more difﬁcult, but the points apply as well to matrix
teams and committees (and even your home team).
What do you do when your team members’ central loyalty, supervision,
measures, and, often, rewards lie elsewhere? What would make it attractive
for members to be committed to your team’s goals? What is in it for them?
Remember, the heart of inﬂuence is trading valuable beneﬁts for what you
want.
Special Cases When Leading a Team in Your Own Area
Requires Special Treatment Similar to Cross-Functional
• You have one or more brilliant members (e.g., scientists) interested only in their
specialized work and not in the team’s goals. How do you connect individual interests
with overall goals?
• You need all members to be deeply committed to constantly challenging, complex
work. Commitment of that kind can’t be ordered. How do you get it?

Selection of Members
To build commitment to the committee or task force, start with who the
members are. If, as often happens, you cannot control their selection, you
can go right to understanding what they want. But if the team is forming,
think about the best mix of members and your criteria for choosing them—
especially basic beliefs—and then work to inﬂuence the selectors from other
areas. You want a mix of original thinkers, experts, and experienced people
with a demonstrated ability to think about the good of the whole organiza
tion, not just their own areas. At least some should be people who are widely
known and respected, so when the time comes to present your ﬁndings, they
will have already helped to sell the recommendations and make them
respectable.
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Mini-Translation Guide

Management Development Says

Finance Says

Developing coaching skills
Building trust
Team building
Increasing management skills

Enhancing return on investment
Reducing trading friction
Maximizing collective returns
Raising economic rents

you are dealing with from the other group. The analysis we are suggesting
can reveal only general tendencies, and you should always try to ﬁnd the
exceptions to the general experiences. These generate hypotheses that should
be tested with those speciﬁc individuals or groups.
Not all ﬁnancial people think in economic and numbers terms, for
example. Recently, we were working with a task force focused on how
to keep everyone healthy (not just the currently insured) when a senior
underwriting ofﬁcer of Massachusetts Blue Cross Blue Shield, a costconscious health care insurer, proclaimed: “Finance is trivial and incidental!
We can make the numbers work.”1 Similarly, not all lawyers are deal killers,
not all human resources people are sentimental and afraid of delivering tough
news to underperformers, and so on. So, use your diagnosis to guide what to
look for before you have too much contact but verify it in each individual
case.
Often, the nature of the work and the people who do it may reveal some
common currencies, so you can form a working idea and test it. You are
looking for what the group you want to inﬂuence values, what they care about.
We call these currencies because they are things that can be traded. Although
there is always danger of overgeneralizing, we have listed common situations
and resulting currencies of selected organizational groups (Table 11.2).
The list comes from people like you, people trying to discover what
groups in their own organization considered important. Take this list with a
grain of salt, but use it to start understanding the group you are interested in.
The list in Table 11.2 is partial; consider it, at best, only the beginning of a
careful diagnosis. We urge a direct approach. Getting the facts from the
involved players has two payoffs:
1. It can be more accurate than your own speculation.
2. It is a way to build the relationship.
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Figure 13.1
Reciprocal Role Relationship

impatience is as much about you as it is about him. You need to consider
how to appreciate skills complementary to yours and ﬁnd a way to value
them. Understanding your own limits and the value of other people’s
differing approaches will go a long way.
In addition, look closely at whether your impatience with your
colleague’s attention to detail is prompting him to be even more ﬁnicky.
Sure, he is naturally conscious of details, but you may be so extreme in
your insistence on staying in the clouds that you tempt him to stick to
concrete details with even greater delight. And that stimulates you to be
even more soaring, which goads him, and on and on. (This reciprocal role
relationship is depicted in its most general form in Figure 13.1. See also
Chapter 6, “Building Effective Relationships,” for more on dealing with
colleagues.)
The interconnection between your attitudes and his behavior implies that
one (or both) of you might have to change some behaviors to improve the
relationship. It isn’t necessarily just him. But if what he does and your
reaction are connected, then either of you can take initiative to break the
pattern. Because you are the one who is bugged and can control your own
behavior most easily, think about ways to end the mutually reinforcing
behavior.
One way to start is to test the pattern out on the other person. Draw the
pattern, and ask him if he sees the two of you that way. Often, just
recognizing the pattern can be freeing and alter the relationship with no
other intervention.
If you ﬁnd that uncomfortable, you could start a conversation by
admitting that sometimes his focus on detail irritates you (provide a few
examples), then ask whether you are doing anything that provokes it. You
could explain why it is so irritating, which could open up a discussion about
your fear that he will never get on board (and, probably, his fear that you will
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Table 16.1 Drawing the Line between Inﬂuence and Manipulation
Is it manipulation to:

Answer

Be aware of what you are doing to gain inﬂuence?
Fit your arguments and language to the other party’s interests?
Not mention your ultimate goal if not asked?
Exaggerate your costs to make the trade seem better?
Push yourself to become interested in and concerned for the other person?
Do a favor you wouldn’t do for everyone?
Paint the most favorable picture of the beneﬁts?
Fake caring and interest for the other?
Lie about your intentions?
Lie about your costs?
Lie about the beneﬁts?
Commit to a payment you do not (intend to) make?
Seek weakness and vulnerability in others to get them indebted in ways that
violate their integrity?

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

best argument, but it does suggest that outright lies are beyond the pale.
Negotiators know: “Always tell the truth, but you don’t have to initiate the
whole truth.”

BE CAREFUL

OF

ASSUMING MALEVOLENCE

Yes, there are occasional rotten apples, but we have seen plenty of situations
where those on each side were certain that their own motives were pure
while the others’ were poisonous, and neither could get past these biases. For
example, a group of hospital administrators we consulted with behaved
viciously to one another for years, each convinced that “everyone else but
me” was willing to trample his own mother to harm others. Yet each one,
without exception, told us privately that he hated how they treated one
another but felt compelled to strike ﬁrst because the others were so ready to
attack. When this was revealed, after a collective sigh of relief they began to
discover more virtues in one another than any had dreamt of! Think of their
experience before leaping to negative conclusions about someone who
won’t behave as you’d like.
When an escalation strategy becomes necessary, however, another risk
is that you will feel excessive stress and back off prematurely. You must
be tough enough to hang in, even if you prefer to make that your last
resort.

